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I. INTRODUCTION
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA),' perhaps more than any other
internationally oriented U.S. legislation, raises difficult and complex legal,
ethical, judgmental, and representational issues for lawyers and their clients alike.
As modified in 1988, the FCPA prohibits certain "corrupt" payments to foreign
officials and establishes broad accounting requirements designed to permit
monitoring of the record-keeping and accounting practices of publicly owned
corporations so that questionable payments can readily be detected. 2 The risk that
American business activities abroad will be subject to criminal penalties in the
United States greatly complicates the participation of American citizens and
companies in the global economy, particularly in light of the fact that corrupt
payments are a common, if unfortunate, feature of commercial activity in many
parts of the world.
Moreover, the United States' major competitors
internationally-Japan, the European Union countries, Korea, Canada, etc.operate without any similar restraints.
The challenge necessarily affects
international practitioners as well as their clients.
This Article first identifies the areas where ethical concerns for lawyers may
be raised. Second, it discusses in some detail the background and rationale behind
the FCPA. Third, it reviews efforts by the U.S. government to create broad,
multilateral, legally enforceable rules against foreign bribery. Fourth, it provides
a detailed discussion of the provisions of the FCPA and the manner in which it
has been applied, including but not limited to the solicitation of "no action"
rulings from the Department of Justice. Finally, it addresses the practical and
ethical problems for attorneys seeking to render advice concerning the FCPA to
clients.

*
Professor and Associate Director, National Law Center for Inter-American
Free Trade Director of Graduate Studies, University of Arizona College of Law.
1.
15 U.S.C. §§ 78m, 78dd-1, 78dd-2, 78ff (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
2.
Id.
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REPRESENTATIONAL CHALLENGES FOR
ATTORNEYS

Why does the FCPA present such troublesome ethical and counseling
problems for attorneys? Certainly, for some, the problems are created by the fact
that the attorney (perhaps like her client) is not familiar with the Act, and has
thus failed to counsel her international client about the constraints of the law at
the outset. The attorney as a first step must thus acquire the minimum level of
knowledge necessary to provide competent representation.
This minimum
knowledge, according to the ABA, "requires the legal knowledge,3 skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation."
Beyond this basic source of stress is the fact that the FCPA is a criminal
statute with significant "gray" areas, where the answer to a legal query depends on
specific facts which may not be fully available when the client solicits the advice.
Perhaps most significantly, attorneys are frequently under enormous pressure from
their clients to provide an unqualified legal opinion that a particular course of
action will not lead to violations of the Act, despite the ethical caveat that "[a]
lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the
lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent.. .. In areas where an attorney cannot
render a clean opinion, corporate officers may face a difficult choice between
losing a major sale and running a risk, even if limited, of a criminal violation
under the Act. It has been suggested that this tension between personal risk and
corporate gain could create potential conflicts in interest between the corporation
and its officers, and for the attorneys who represent them. 5 Certainly, issues
under the FCPA raise questions of liability both for the company and its
responsible officers, a situation
which does not necessarily but may nevertheless
6
raise conflict problems.
In addition, due to the somewhat limited scope of the Act-it does not
prohibit foreign bribery per se, only bribery of foreign government officials in
order to. obtain business 7-the rendering of a legal opinion may be viewed as
approval of a course of action that may violate local law. If this violation is
subsequently disclosed it could create a substantial business risk for the client. In
this instance, particularly, it is well worth keeping in mind the scope of the
lawyer's role as advisor. "In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise
",4

3.
4.

MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CoNtucr Rule 1.1 (1995).
MODEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUcr Rule 1.2(d) (1995).

5.
Interview with Professor Theodore Schneyer, Professor of Law, University of
Arizona (Apr. 11, 1996).
6.

MODEL RuLES OF PROFESSIONAL CoNDucr Rule 1.13(e) (1994), generally

permits a lawyer to represent both an organization and any of its directors, officers,
members, etc., subject to Rule 1.7. Rule 1.7(a) generally prohibits a lawyer from
representing a client "if the representation of that client will be directly adverse to
another client." MODEL RuLES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.7(a) (1994).
7.
See infra Part V.C.
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independent professional judgment and render candid advice. In rendering advice, a
lawyer may refer not only to law but to other considerations such as moral,
economic, 8 social and political factors, that may be relevant to the clienfs
situation."
For lawyers dealing primarily with smaller, non-publicly traded clients, the
FCPA is solely a criminal statute, not one with civil liability, as is the case with
firms that must file reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 9 As
with other criminal statutes, the attorney may well be questioned regarding the
ienifs chances of getting caught. The number of recorded prosecutions of small
dollar amount violations is very low, to the point where the risk is primarily that
an FCPA violation would be discovered as an adjunct to a criminal investigation
focusing on other violations, such as income tax evasion or customs fraud. How
should this relatively low risk of prosecution affect the attorney's advice to her
client, and the attorney's role as counselor generally?
Challenges for the attorney may also arise from the opposite end of the
spectrum. For example, a client may be an individual or firm of high moral
repute who would rather refrain from doing business in Mexico or the Middle East
than expose itself to questionable business activities, even if legal. Clearly, the
international attorney has a role to play with these clients as well, in helping
them to find areas in which they may expand their business activities without
compromising corporate policies.

III. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE FCPA
Congress enacted the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in 1977 in a spirit of
moral outrage, reacting to disclosures that certain large U.S. corporations had
bribed foreign government officials in order to obtain business in those countries,
including payments by the United States that shook the governments of Belgium,
Honduras, Italy, and Japan. 10 One study, showing illegal payments voluntarily
disclosed to the Securities and Exchange Commission, reveals questionable or
clearly illegal payments by seventy-seven of ninety-seven responding companies,
ranging in size from $13,349 to $56.7 million over a period of years." Clearly,
the expanding and, to some, uncontrollable activities of multinational

8.
MODEL RULEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 2.1 (1994). Note that MODEL
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBULIY Canon 7-8 (1983) contains similar language: "A

lawyer should exert his best efforts to insure that decisions of his client are made only
after the client has been informed of relevant considerations.... Advice of a lawyer to
his client need not be confined to purely legal considerations." Id.
9.
See discussion infra Part IV.
10.

See JYon N. PRASAD, IMPACT OF THE FOREIGN CoRRUPT PRAcnCEs ACT ON

U.S. EXPORT 35-37 (1993).

11.

Id. at 35-36.
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corporations, the post-Watergate mood in the United States, along with the moral
tone of the Carter Administration, contributed to the pressures on the United
States Congress in the late 1970s leading to enactment of the legislation. 12 The
United States
was then and is now the only major nation that punishes foreign
13
bribery.
There appears to have been no significant reduction in foreign briberyexcept perhaps by U.S. firms-in the nearly twenty years since Congress enacted
the FCPA. Rather, the problem remains disturbingly common and damaging,
socially, economically, and politically. Such illicit activities are not limited to
the newly emerging Asian markets that are most attractive to U.S., European and
Japanese investors-China, Indonesia, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, the
Philippines, 14 or key Latin American markets such as Venezuela, Brazil, 15 and
Mexico,] 6 where it remains an endemic concern. Rather, as recent developments
in Italy 17 and Germany' 8 have confirmed, corruption remains a global
phenomenon.19
It is also widely recognized that corruption causes misallocation of resources,
particularly in developing nations, "where funds originally intended for schools
and hospitals are siphoned off as bribes to public officials and channeled into
projects of lesser importance." 20 Corruption distorts normal market forces,
depriving purchasing countries of the best products at the lowest prices, and thus
adversely impacts on economic development. An independent consultant has
estimated that corruption in China adds five percent to operating costs. 21 The
risks to a foreign company from subsequent public disclosure of an illegal
payment, which commonly occurs after a new government decides to investigate
the activities of its predecessors, are even more difficult to quantify. A recent

12. Id. at 33-34.
13. See infra PartIV.
14. Louis Kraar, How Corrupt is Asia?, FORTUNE, Aug. 21, 1995, at 26.
15. See John Mintz & Paul Blustein, Raytheon's $1.4 Billion Brazil Pact in
Doubt, WASH. POST, Nov. 22, 1995, at E3.
16. See Payoffs May Smooth Route of Illicit Fruit to Mexico, J. CoM., Mar. 26,
1996, at 4A.
17. Lawrence Ingrassia & Maureen Line, Italy's Drive to Reform Runs Into a
Problem: CorruptionLingers On, WALL ST. J., Apr. 18, 1996, at At.
18. Review &Outlook Editorial, Say No to Competitive Bribing, WALL ST. J.
EUR., Apr. 15, 1996, at 6.
19. Barbara Crossette, The World: A Global Gauge of GreasedPalms,N. Y. TIMES,
Aug. 20, 1995, at E3. Crossette identifies Indonesia, China, Pakistan, Venezuela,
Brazil, the Philippines, India, Thailand, Italy, and Mexico as the ten most corrupt; the
ten least corrupt were said to be Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Australia,
Canada, Sweden, Finland, Singapore, Denmark, and New Zealand. Id.
20. Catherine Yannaca-Small, Battling International Bribery, OECD OBSERVER,
Feb.-Mar. 1995, at 16.
21. Kraar, supra note 14, at 26 (quoting Political & Economic Risk Consultancy,
Ltd.).
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International Monetary Fund study suggests a direct (inverse) correlation between
the level of corruption prevalent in a country and the level of investment as a
percentage of Gross Domestic Product. For example, Singapore has a low level
of corruption and a high level of investment as a percentage of GDP; Thailand and
Haiti both 22have a high level of corruption and a relatively low level of
investment.
For these reasons, despite the potentially anti-competitive impact of the
FCPA when it applies to American exporters, but not to their competitors from
Japan, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, etc., some observers have argued
that the Act is
an excellent example of U.S. efforts to promote free trade and open
23
competition.

IV. U.S. EFFORTS TO MULTILATERALIZE SANCTIONS
AGAINST FOREIGN BRIBERY
The FCPA has been criticized on many occasions because, as the only statute
of its kind in the world, it puts U.S. concerns and their U.S. citizen employees at
a substantial disadvantage in competing abroad for the sale of goods and services
in certain countries. Studies have indicated that seventy percent of U.S. firms
believe that the unilateral restrictions applicable to U.S. firms under the FCPA
result in at least some decrease in overseas sales. 24 Mickey Kantor, former U.S.
Trade Representative and now Secretary of Commerce, has termed foreign bribery
an unfair tariff barrier which reduces American exports and costs U.S. jobs. He
asserts that "[f]rom April 1994 to May 1995, the U.S. government learned of
almost 100 cases in which foreign bribes undercut U.S. firms' ability to win
25
contracts valued at $45 billion."
Thus, for competitive as well as moral reasons, the United States
government has long sought international rules criminalizing bribery of foreign
officials by all capital-exporting countries to level the playing field, beginning
with a series of discussions under United Nations auspices that broke down in
1981.26 The United States was unsuccessful in obtaining the agreement of
22. Of course, many factors other than corruption affect investment levels. See
Paul Blustein, Pssst. Here's a Little Something That Seems to Slow Growth, WASH.
POST, July 17, 1996, at Dl (quoting a study by Paolo Mauro of the IMF).
23. Review & Outlook Editorial, supra note 18, at 6.
24. PRASAD, supra note 10, at 115.
25. Marlise Simons, U.S. Enlists Other Rich Countries in a Move to End
Business Bribes to Foreign Officials, N. Y. TIMES, Apr. 12, 1996, at A7. The bribers
allegedly won the contracts 80 %of the time. Id.
26. See U.N. Draft Convention on Illicit Payments (on file with author); Draft
Report RiDraft International Agreement on Illicit Payments, U.N. ESCOR Committee
on an International Agreement on Illicit Payments, 2nd Sess., Agenda Item 6, at 5,
U.N. Doc. EIAC.67/L.3/Add.1 (1979); International Agreement on Illicit Payments:
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Western Hemisphere trade ministers to discuss government corruption in the
context of efforts to create a Free Trade Area of the Americas by 2005. Mexico,
in particular, opposed the inclusion of this issue on grounds that it was a political
rather than a trade matter. 27 However, the United States continues to pursue
foreign corruption as a trade problem by demanding that the December 1996
Singapore World Trade Organization meeting of trade ministers should
include
28
discussion of the problem of corruption and bribery as a barrier to trade.
A Working Group on Bribery of the Organization of Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), an organization of developed countries plus Mexico
and Turkey, under strong U.S. government pressure, is currently considering an
agreement which would require OECD member countries to criminalize foreign
bribery and which may be concluded as early as May 1997.29 Although these
efforts have not been successful to date, there has been some progress in
convincing the governments of firms that compete in the international
marketplace with U.S. manufacturers to rein in the use of corrupt payments as a
tool for obtaining foreign business. The members of the OECD recently agreed
that they would re-write their tax laws to eliminate the current tax deductions for
payments made to bribe foreign officials, although no time limit for such action
was set. 30 Some developing countries, many of which are unable or unwilling to
enforce their own criminal legislation prohibiting bribery of their officials,31 have
also denounced the laissez-faire policies of all developed nations except the United
States. The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has recently urged

Draft Final Clauses Prepared by the Secretariat, U.N. ESCOR Committee on an
International Agreement on Illicit Payments, at 7, U.N. Doc. E/AC.67/L.2 (1979). A
Draft Convention on Illicit Payments would have required the parties to make bribery
of government officials a criminal offense in their own territories, see id. art. 1, and to
punish foreign bribery by their nationals when "any act aiding or abetting that
offense, is connected with the territory of that state." See id. art. 4.
27. Kevin G. Hall, Trade Leaders Take Off Their Gloves in Cartagena,J. CoM.,
Mar. 22, 1996, at Al.
28. U.S. to Raise Labor, Corruption Issues at WTO Singapore Ministerial, Int'l
Trade Daily (BNA), Apr. 1, 1996, at D4; see PhillipinesReject U.S. Proposalfor WTO
Accord on Bribery, Corruption, Int'l Trade Daily (BNA), May 22, 1996, at D3. It
remains to be seen whether the other WTO members will agree to the U.S. suggestion.
The Government of the Philippines, generally considered to be one of the most corrupt
governments in the world, has rejected the U.S. proposal, preferring a "simple code of
conduct among the United States, the European Union and Japan" and suggesting that
"unique cultures and traditions. . . must be respected by individual governments." Id.
29. See Annual Trade Promotion Strategy Report Stresses Anti-Corruption,
Small Exporters, Int'l Trade Daily (BNA), Sept. 26, 1996, at D4; Top OECD Officials
See Conclusion of Anti-Bribery/Corruption Pact by May, Int'l Trade Daily (BNA),
Jan. 21, 1997, at D3.
30. Simons, supra note 25, at A7.
31. Id.
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companies (not governments) around the world to adopt rules of32conduct which
are designed to combat extortion and bribery in international trade.
The United States was also instrumental in encouraging the Organization of
American States (OAS), at a conference in Caracas in March 1996, to adopt the
"Inter-American Convention against Corruption," which encourages the
criminalization of both domestic and foreign corruption. 33 Twenty-two 34
OAS
member nations have now signed the agreement, including the United States.
The Inter-American Convention requires the parties to establish as criminal
offenses under their domestic las the offering, solicitation, or acceptance of illlicit
payments by government officials, as well as conspiracy. 35 However, the
Convention also requires each state party, "subject to its Constitution and the
fundamental principles of its legal system," to prohibit and punish bribery of
government officials of another nation. 36 Although it is much too soon to
appraise the potential effectiveness of this agreement, it goes much further than
any other actual or proposed international agreement in seeking not only to make
bribery of foreign officials a crime in the home country, but in encouraging local
governments to deal more effectively with the problem of corruption. Moreover,
because the Inter-American Convention is open to accession by any state, not
simply to OAS members, it is clearly in the U.S. interest, once it ratifies the
convention and the ageement enters into force, 37 to strongly encourage other
capital goods exporting states from outside the Western Hemisphere to become
bound by the Convention's obligations. The success of such efforts may, of
course, depend in part on largely unrelated factors, such as the willingness of
Canada, Japan, and the European Union nations to apply their criminal laws in an
extra-territorial manner at a time when the United States is expanding the extraterritorial application of its laws in a manner that arguably violates international

32. ICC: ICC Announces New Rules of Conduct to Fight Extortion and Bribery in
Trade, Int'l Trade Daily (BNA), Mar. 28, 1996, at D3. The ICC will create a standing
committee of business executives, lawyers, and academics to promote the new rules;
the committee will render a report on progress to the ICC biennially. Id.
33. Inter-American Convention Against Corruption, Organization of American
States, Mar. 29, 1996, 35 I.L.M. 727 (1996) [hereinafter Inter-American
Convention].
34. Telephone Interviews with Mr. John Bower, U.S. Delegation to the
Organization of American States (Apr. 29, 1996) & Paulo Dirosa, Office of the Legal
Adviser, U.S. Department of State (May 29, 1996). Mr. Dirosa noted that when the
United States ratifies the Inter-American Convention, it may take reservations to
certain provisions, such as the crime of "illicit enrichment."
35. Inter-American Convention, supra note 33, arts. 6, 7.
36. Id. art. 8.
37. Id. art. 25. Only two ratifications are required for the Inter-American
Convention to enter into force. Id.
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in any event causes great concern among these major trading partners and
law, and
38
allies.
The United States' once lonely fight against foreign bribery has also spread
(with U.S. urging) to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank, based on the membership's endorsement in October 1996 of a declaration of
economic principles that includes one relating to corruption. The IMF has agreed
to press for bribery reforms in borrowing countries, and has suggested that funds
may be withheld from countries that refuse to cooperate. The World Bank's
President, James Wolfensohn, has promised that if corruption is found in projects
for which the Bank provides financing, the project will be cancelled. 39
Regardless of what happens elsewhere-and the lack of effective actions in
other developed countries over the past fifteen years does not generate great
optimism with regard to future steps-neither the President nor Congress are even
remotely likely to take a position of appearing to condone foreign bribery by
relaxing the prohibitions of the FCPA. Thus, the FCPAis here to stay and must
be reckoned with by affected U.S. concerns and their foreign affiliates.

V. SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY OF THE FCPA
A. Accounting Provisions
Companies subject to Securities and Exchange Commission reporting
requirements are constrained by the same prohibition against foreign bribery as
other "domestic concerns," as discussed in Part IV, above. In addition, they must
keep books and records "in reasonable detail" so as to accurately and fairly reflect
the company's transactions and disposal of assets. They must also implement
internal accounting controls sufficient to provide "reasonable assurances" that
transactions can be properly accounted for and are subject to management
supervision and control.40 In this way, questionable payments may be detected
and foreign transactions can be properly accounted for and subjected to

38. See Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (Helms-Burton) Act of 1996,
Pub. L. No. 104-14, 110 Stat. (codified in scattered sections of 22 U.S.C.A.) which
provides, inter alia, that U.S. citizens with claims to property expropriated by the
Castro Government may sue in federal court any foreign citizen or natural person that
"traffics" in confiscated property. The European Union is challenging the legality of
Helms-Burton in the World Trade Organization's Dispute Settlement Body. Ei
Foreign Ministers Push Ahead with Protesting U.S. Helms-Burton Law, Int'l Trade
Daily (BNA), Oct. 2, 1996, at D3.
39. Paul Blustein, IMF, World Bank Target Third World Bribery, WASH. POST,
Oct. 4, 1996, at D3.
40. 15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)(B) (1988); see 17 C.F.R. § 240.13(b)(2)-(l)-(2)
(1994).
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management control. 4 1 SEC regulations prohibit the falsification of accounting
records or making false statements to auditors. 4 2 Despite the "reasonableness"
language, the statute contains no "materiality" standard; all expenditures are
subject to the accounting requirements, presumably on the ground that even a
corrupt payment that is relatively small in absolute terms could jeopardize a far
larger contract or sales relationship if the payment were to become public
knowledge. It is evident that Congress sought to make it much more difficult for
companies to utilize off-the-books "slush funds," or disguise certain illegal
transactions on the company's books. Note that these record-keeping provisions
operate separately from the criminal provisions; it is possible for a firm to violate
the record-keeping requirements even if no criminal activity (bribery) is shown.
The applicability of these provisions to a foreign firm is limited. If the U.S.
entity owns fifty percent or less of a foreign firm, and the U.S. firm, reasonably
and in good faith, uses its influence to cause the foreign affiliate to make and keep
accurate records and to utilize a system of internal accounting controls, the U.S.
firm will have no legal responsibility for the accounting practices of the foreign
43
affiliate.

B. Criminal (Bribery) Provisions
The bribery provisions of the FCPA apply to "domestic concerns," a term
that includes any U.S. citizen, national, or resident, and any corporation or other
business organization, including a partnership or sole proprietorship, that has its
principal place of business in the United States or is organized under the laws of a
state or territory of the United States, whether or not it is publicly traded.44 The
FCPA applies, through the "knowledge" requirement discussed below, to foreign
subsidiaries of U.S. firms that are subject to the actual control of the U.S. parent
company. Therefore, the U.S. parent would have both knowledge of the alleged
violations and the ability to prevent them. 45 An otherwise covered violation
conceived and executed entirely by the foreign branch or subsidiary would not in
itself expose the U.S. parent to liability, even if the subsidiary were one hundred
percent U.S.-owned. Demonstrating lack of knowledge under such circumstances,
however, may be difficult. Also, a U.S. national abroad is subject to the Act,
even if he or she is employed by a foreign-owned firm.

41. These rules are structured "to place responsibility on management for
allowing funds to end up in the hands of foreign officials, (sic) however, they might
have gotten there." RALPH H. FOLSOM & MICHAEL W. GORDON, INTERNATIONAL
BusINEss TRANSACTIONS 318-19 (1995).
42. 15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(5) (1988).
43. § 78m(b)(6).
44. § 78dd-2(h)(1).
45. § 78dd-2(h)(3).
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The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act imposes civil penalties of up to
$2,000,000 on domestic concerns, and criminal penalties of up to $100,000 and
five years imprisonment on any offending officer, director, employee, or agent, of
a domestic concern. In the latter case, the criminal fines may not be paid by the
company. 46 The criminal division of the Department of Justice has jurisdiction
for these prosecutions. Criminal violations require willfulness, 47 but the level of
evidence required to convict is not overly high and may include some
circumstantial evidence. 48 The Department of Justice has undertaken relatively
few criminal prosecutions, although most of them resulted in convictions. These
have tended to represent flagrant violations, including the well-publicized illegal
dealings between International Harvester Co.49 and Petroleos Mexicanos. In
several instances, prosecutions have come about because a U.S. firm that has lost
a foreign contract or project to another U.S. concern alleges to the Justice
Department that the winning firm bribed foreign officials and makes that
information known to U.S. authorities.50 One suspects from reviewing the
decisions that the Department of Justice does not actively seek out violations of
the Act. Rather, it acts when obvious violations become public, or through
information provided by American competitors or disgruntled former employees.
For example, the Justice Department did not initiate a probe of possible bribes by
Boeing's Canadian subsidiary of Bahamian government officials until after similar
investigations had been launched by the governments of Canada and of the
51
Bahamas.

C. Elements of the Offense
It is unlawful for a domestic concern or officer, director, or issuer thereof,
through the use of any means of interstate commerce, including telephone,
facsimile, telex, mails, and courier service, to:
(1) pay or offer to pay money or anything of value "corruptly" to
(2) a foreign government official, political party, or party official, or
intermediary for such person,

46. § 78dd-2(g).
47. Trane Co. v. O'Connor See., 718 F.2d 26, 29 n.4 (2nd Cir. 1983).
48. See United States v. Liebo, 923 F.2d 1308 (8th Cir. 1991) (gift of tickets by
U.S. arms dealer to foreign official for honeymoon, with showing that intent was to
obtain business, satisfied "corruptness" requirement).
49. See McLean v. International Harvester Co., 902 F.2d 372, 373 (5th Cir.
1990).
50. See Kirkpatrick & Co., Inc. v. Environmental Tectonics Corp. Int'l, 493
U.S. 400 (1990) (involving the bribery of Nigerian officials in conjunction with the
construction of a medical facility at an air force base in Nigeria).
51. U.S. Is Investigating If an Ex-Boeing Unit PaidBribes for a Job, WALL ST.
J., May 13, 1996, at A8.
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(3) while knowing-including a "high probability of knowledge"-that
the purpose of the payment was to influence an official act or official
decision
52
(4) designed to assist in obtaining or retaining business.
The term "corruptly" emphasizes the illegal nature of the payment. There is
no limit to "foreign official" by status level; the FCPA covers local and
provincial as well as national government officials, and members of the
legislative and judicial branches. Thus, the term could include, inter alia, a
military officer, ambassador, member of the royal family, or political party
functionary. Under the law, the Minister of Energy and a lowly clerk in the same
ministry are equally covered. A simple gift to a foreign official, as a gesture of
friendship or because he is a relative, is not in itself a violation, because it does
not meet criteria 1), 3), and 4). However, if the foreign agent representing a U.S.
concern seeking a major project or sale happens to be the brother of the president,
questions may arise as to the nature of the gift. The use of the instruments of
"interstate commerce" requirement-in this as in many other federal criminal
statutes-is almost a formality since some form of communication relating to the
payment is almost certain to take place within the United States at some time
during the transaction.
A corrupt payment under the Act can take many forms. Commonly, it is an
extra "commission" to an agent, which finds its way into the hands of a
government official in return for agreement to buy aircraft, military equipment, or
an electric power plant. However, because of the likelihood of discovery, large
direct cash transfers are uncommon. It may also be much more subtle, e.g.,
agreeing to provide a U.S. college education for the son or daughter of an official,
luxury vacations or the like. 53 Of course, corruption is common at lower levels,
a $20 bill to a Mexican customs agent to secure the entry of uninspected fruit
into Mexico, 54 or a few hundred dollars to obtain a business license without
meeting the applicable environmental standards. The nature of such payments is
limited only by the ingenuity of the parties to the transaction.

D. Exceptions and Defenses
Defendants may assert several important exceptions or defenses to a
prosecution under the FCPA. First, the FCPA does not apply to "grease
payments," meaning payments to government officials that are designed to
"expedite or secure the performaflce of a routine governmental action," 55 such as
obtaining permits and licensing, release of goods from the customs authorities,
processing governmental papers such as visas or work permits, providing police

52.
53.
54.
55.

See 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-2(a) (1988).
Hard Graft in Asia: Business Ethics, ECONOMIST, May 27, 1995, at 61.
Payoffs May Smooth Route of Illicit Fruit to Mexico, supra note 16, at A4.
15 U.S.C. § 78dd-2(b) (1988).
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protection, mail delivery, utilities hook-ups and the like. To illustrate the nature
of "grease payments," consider the following examples. (1) An importer makes a
payment of $20 to a local customs official so that the official can clear the
importer's shipment, for which all proper duties have been paid this week instead
of next month. (2) An importer makes a payment of $20 to a local customs
official so that the importer's shipment, which the official should clear at a duty
rate of fifteen percent, will instead be cleared at a rate of five percent, or to assure
entry of improperly declared cargo free of import duties, such as the uninspected
fruit noted above. Example (1) is a grease payment, to expedite routine
governmental action. Example (2) is not.
Lack of knowledge may also be a defense, although it is of course a question
of fact. Beginning with the 1988 amendments, the original "reason to know"
standard under the Act was replaced by a "knowing" standard.5 6 Here, the person
making the payment must know or have a firm belief that he or she is making an
improper payment, that the circumstances for an improper payment exist, or that
the improper payment is substantially certain to be made. The legislative history
of the Act indicates that "willful blindness," "conscious disregard," or a
"conscious purpose to avoid learning the truth" meet the knowledge requirement,
but that recklessness alone does not.5 7 It is also worth remembering that the
determination of "knowing" is made in hindsight!
Payments that are permitted under the "written laws and regulations" of the
foreign country are not actionable under the FCPA.58 The "written laws"
requirement was apparently designed to prevent defendants in FCPA prosecutions
from arguing that, even though a payment was technically illegal under local law,
"everyone does it." The burden of proof is on the defendant to show the
lawfulness of the act under local law. However, uncertainties can arise as, for
example, in Japan where relatively valuable "gifts" are exchanged between
businessmen and government officials at year end. This defense may also serve
the purpose of mitigating the extra-territorial nature of the statute by eliminating
conflicts between U.S. law (the FCPA) and local law. There is no punishable
offense under the criminal provisions of the FCPA if foreign law is not also
violated.
If the payment was a "reasonable and bona fide expenditure, such as travel and
lodging expense "directly related to "the promotion, demonstration or explanation
of products or services; or the execution or performance of a contract with a
foreign government or agency thereof,"5 9 it is not barred by the FCPA. For
example, if the minister of defense of a foreign country is seeking to purchase jet
fighter planes, the seller may provide transportation and a per diem allowance so
that he may visit the U.S. aircraft factory where the planes would be produced.

56. § 78dd-l(a)(3) (1988).
57. H.R. CoNF. REP. No. 100-576, at 916, reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N.
1949, 1952.
58. Id. at 1955; § 78dd-2(c)(1).
59. § 78dd-2(c)(2).
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Again, the burden of proof is on the defendant, and the exception may be more
difficult to justify if the trip to the United States devotes two days to the aircraft
plant and two weeks to visits to Las Vegas and San Francisco.

E. Justice Department Review Procedure
The Department of Justice has long maintained a Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act review procedure, whereby a company or person that is concerned about
potential liability under the FCPA may provide the relevant facts to the
Department, which will respond-now within thirty days-by giving an opinion
indicating it will take no enforcement action in a particular situation. 60 In the
past, companies have not considered this process particularly helpful, in part,
because there was no time limit on responses by Justices, and less than twentyfive opinions were issued in the period 1978-1994.61 As one might expect, the
Department has been somewhat conservative in providing "no action" assurances.
Moreover, although the information provided to the Department of Justice is
generally treated as confidential, the Department may issue a press release naming
the requesting party, the affected country, and the "general nature and
circumstances of the proposed conduct." 62 Also, the Department of Justice may
retain the confidential information submitted "to use.., for any governmental
purpose," 63 presumably including later prosecution.
Despite these considerations, early experience with the revised procedure is
generally positive, 64 even though only three opinions were issued during 1995,
the first full year during which the new, expedited procedures were in force. 65
Anecdotal evidence suggests that officials of the Department are prepared to
discuss issues and alternatives informally with counsel and company
representatives in situations which involve gray areas, in order to provide a higher
degree of comfort to American companies facing demands for questionable
payments. This factor, along with the desire of many U.S. corporations to have a
Justice Department opinion in addition to a lawyer's opinion regarding an

60. 28 C.F.R. § 80.8 (1994).
61. Foreign CorruptPracticesAct Review Procedure Release, m FCPA Rep. 711
(1996).
62. 28 C.F.R. § 80.14 (1994).
63. § 80.15.
64. An early public release of an advisory opinion under the new Justice
procedures notes that a U.S. based energy company sought to make certain charitable
gifts to a foreign hospital which were obviously tied to obtaining a contract to
construct a power plant in that (unnamed) country. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
Review ProcedureRelease, supra note 61, at 729.
65. Telephone interview with Nicole Healy, Esq., U.S. Department of Justice,
Criminal Frauds Division (Apr. 4, 1996); see Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Review
Procedure Release, supra note 61, at 729-34.
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intended course of conduct, as discussed below, may well encourage the broader
use of the opinion process in the future. One would also expect the procedure to
be popular with counsel in truly gay areas, at it relieves counsel (and her firm
and professional liability carrier) from responsibility for difficult decisions.

F. Reducing the Risk of FCPAViolations
Because the concept of "knowledge" lacks precision, companies and officials
subject to the FCPA look for "red flags" in their foreign dealings that may signal
the need for further investigation of a possible problem. These may include: (1)
activities in a region-for instance, the Middle East-or with regard to productsaircraft, power plants, petroleum-where problems have occurred in the past; (2)
lack of knowledge as to the reputation of a local agent; (3) requests for agent
commissions significantly larger than the norm; (4) requests that payments be
made to a foreign bank account or through fraudulent invoices, or in cash; (5)
refusal of the agent to acknowledge the applicability of the FCPA in the contract;
(6) a close relationship between the local agent and high officials of the foreign
government or its political parties; and (7) other suspicious conduct that would
66
raise questions in the eyes of a prudent person.
Many U.S. firms with operations abroad have initiated compliance programs
aimed at educating their officers and employees, including those in overseas
branches and subsidiaries, as to the prohibitions of the FCPA and recognition of
potential violations. These usually include standard clauses to be included in all
foreign sales, agency and other contracts, stating that both parties are aware of and
will abide by the requirements of the FCPA and providing the U.S. concern with
the right to terminate the contract without further obligations in the event an
FCPA violation, in the sole judgment of the American party, is discovered.
Parties may include much more elaborate disclosure and accounting provisions in
appropriate circumstances.
Legitimate donations to recognized charitable organizations appear to be
exempt from the prohibitions of the FCPA, although they may nevertheless
secure the contract or business as effectively as do corrupt payments. 67 In the
absence of a rare impulse of completely disinterested generosity, it may safely be
presumed that a high-profile charitable donation to a local hospital or sports
66. See Foreign CorruptPracticesAct Review ProcedureRelease, supra note 61,
at 713; Bribery Provisionsof the Foreign Corrupt PracticesAct, I FCPA Rep. 100.006
(1996).
67. See Rachel Ehemfeld, To Fight Foreign Bribery, Try Charity, N.Y. TIMES,
Nov. 13, 1994, § 3, at 13; see also Foreign CorruptPractices Act Review Procedure
Release, supra note 61, at 729 (no action to be taken with regard to U.S. energy
company seeking a contract to construct a power plant in a foreign nation making
charitable donation to a foreign hospital, where the donation is contingent on
obtaining the contract).
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organization is designed to garner favor with the local governmental authorities.
However, the FCPA prohibits only "corrupf' payments to foreign government
officials. Thus, if the donor takes the necessary steps to assure that it can
demonstrate that the gift was made subject to suitable safeguards and in such a
manner as to assure that no portion of the proceeds of 68
the gift accrues to a foreign
official, the payment should be legal under the FCPA.
The Department of Justice has also given "no action" assurances for
arrangements in which foreign government officials are officers and shareholders
of local joint ventures, where the officials are not involved in the decision-making
process for the transaction, have undertaken to subject themselves to the
prohibitions of the FCPA, and have agreed specifically not to make payments to
other government officials. 69 The Department of Justice has also accepted the
concept of the legality of some payments to foreign officials that can be
demonstrated to be compensation for legitimate services rendered to the foreign
70
venture, rather than as a bribe, again subject to certain conditions.

VI. DEALING WITH PROFESSIONAL
ISSUES

CONDUCT/ETHICS

In studying the ethical issues, it can be helpful to consider several
hypothetical examples:
Example A: A small, struggling U.S. steel fabricating company is asked to
supply a Saudi Arabian manufacturer with $1 million worth of irrigation pipe, an
order which would represent twenty-five percent of a year's sales. The Saudi
"agent" requests that a commercial invoice for $1,150,000 be presented with the
goods to the ultimate customer (a Saudi government agency), and that the U.S.
company, once it receives payment, deposit $150,000 of the proceeds-a
"commission"---in a numbered Swiss bank account. The sales manager for the
U.S. company, who has not done business in Saudi Arabia before, is aware that
the normal commission for such transactions is three to four percent, and is aware
that an abnormally high commission is a '"red flag" under the company's FCPA
compliance procedures.
Legal advice is sought. Counsel is asked to render a legal opinion (orally, in
this instance) indicating that the sale may go ahead, on the grounds that the
company has no "reason to know" that the $150,000 or any portion thereof will
be used to bribe a Saudi official. Counsel is aware that this sale could mean the
difference between profit and loss for the U.S. company this year. Counsel
believes that the likelihood of a portion of the funds being used as a bribe, given

68. See Eherfeld, supra note 67, § 3, at 13; Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
Review ProcedureRelease, supranote 61, at 729.
69. Foreign Corrupt PracticesAct, supra note 61, at 729-32.
70. Id. at 729.
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the abnormally high "commission" and the means of remittance, is very high, and
that the Justice Department, if asked, would refuse to issue a "no action" opinion.
However, counsel also believes he could issue an opinion narrowly construing the
law, which would ultimately protect the U.S. firm and the marketing manager
from criminal prosecution. What does she do?
Example B: Assume the same facts as above, but suppose the commission
is only six percent, and the payment is to be made to the agenfs' Saudi bank
account. Counsel believes the chances that the funds are to be used illegally
under the Act are much smaller, only about twenty percent. The sales manager,
who is a "straight arrow," refuses to proceed with the transaction absent a legal
opinion, even though he is aware that the future of the company (and its
shareholders) could be jeopardized by the loss of the sale. Counsel is aware that a
legal opinion stating that there is only a limited chance that the transaction will
result in a violation of the FCPA will not satisfy the sales manager, and that the
Justice Department will probably not opine. How does counsel resolve this
conflict?
Example C: The U.S. citizen manager of the wholly-owned Mexican
subsidiary of a U.S. services company has been advised in confidence by the head
of the local union that the union official will guarantee a year of labor peace,
absence of strikes, etc., if the company pays the union leader $300 per month
into a designated account in a bank in El Paso, Texas. Such a guarantee would be
worth far more to the company in maintaining continuity of operations than the
relatively minor cost of the payment. The manager consults counsel and asks for
a written opinion.
Counsel, after reasonable research and analysis, determines that the union
official does not meet the definition of "government official" under the FCPA;
thus, the criminal provisions of the Act are not applicable in this case. However,
counsel is also virtually certain that bribery of the union official is a criminal
offense under Mexican law (although such laws are not routinely enforced except
when the bribes become public). What advice does she provide her client? To
what extent should she remind the client regarding: 1) the illegality of the
proposed payments under local law, and 2) the fact that foreign bribery, even if
not illegal under the FCPA, still constitutes a substantial business risk for the
71
companies or individuals involved?
Example D: AU.S. based energy company, along with European and Asian
competitors, is seeking a contract with a state government in a large Asian nation
to build a $500 million electric power plant. The Minister of Energy and Natural
Resources of the state suggests to the U.S. company's vice president for
international operations that some sort of substantial demonstration of the firm's
"commitment" would greatly increase the company's chances of winning the
contract award. The vice president explains the provisions of the FCPA to the
71. Foreign governments change, and a payment that is unlawful in the foreign
country and disclosed by a subsequent administration may cause significant problems,
including criminal prosecution or incarceration without prosecution.
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Minister, which meets with a skeptical and non-committal response. The vice
president is convinced that a failure to respond positively to the Minister will
result in loss of the contract, but has no intention of exposing either his company
or himself to criminal liability.
Another company official suggests that perhaps the Minister is more
interested in political gain than graft per se. He proposes that the U.S. company
agree with the Minister (in public) that the company will, if awarded the power
contract, agree to contribute $10 million to the construction of a new hospital in
the immediate area (which lacks modem medical facilities). The official points
out that the company's construction crews will benefit from the availability of
nearby medical care, and suggests that the company could funnel contributions to
the Asian country through a recognized U.S. charity, so that the Ministry never
has access to the funds. Counsel is requested to provide her blessing to the
arrangement.
After suitable research, counsel forms the belief that the proposed payment is
not a violation of the FCPA because it is not a "corrupt" payment and would not
be made to a foreign government official.. However, due to the limits of
counsel's malpractice insurance, counsel is reluctant to render an opinion
confirming the legality of the proposal. Should counsel: 1) decline to provide an
opinion, or 2) request that the matter be submitted to the Department of Justice
for its approval,72which if given would then be the basis of a legal opinion to the
U.S. company?
The above examples demonstrate to some extent the difficulties for attorneys
resulting from the FCPA. In many instances, as in Example A, the client is well
aware that he has been solicited for a bribe which in all likelihood would be a
violation of the Act if paid, but if refused will certainly kill an important sale.
Unfortunately, in most instances where counsel is consulted, the situation is not
a gray area under the law; it is obvious that the course of action will likely result
in a violation of the FCPA. Pressure on the attorney to render an opinion,
particularly if there is a long-standing and mutually beneficial prior relationship
between attorney and client, can be significant. While the attorney may not
"counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows is
criminal or fraudulent," she "may discuss the legal consequences of any proposed
course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good
faith effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning, or application of the
law." 73 Counsel may first advise the client to seek explicit language in the sales
agreement in which the Saudi agent recognizes the applicability of the FCPA and
agrees that the contract may be terminated if any questionable actions are taken by

72. See ForeignCorruptPracticesAct Review ProcedureRelease, supra note 61,
at 729.
73. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDucr Rule 1.2(d) (1994). It may also

exceed the strictures of MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSimBTY Canon 7 (1983):
"A lawyer should represent a client zealously within the bounds of the law." Id.; see
also MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSiBILriy

Canon 7-3 (1983).
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the agent. However, the chances that the agent under these circumstances will
agree are minimal. The attorney will thus remain in the position of being
pressured to find "some way" to help the client out of the dilemma, or
communication on the subject between attorney and client will suddenly cease.
To date, the Justice Department has never prosecuted or (at least on the
public record) sanctioned outside counsel because of a legally questionable
opinion rendered by the attorney indicating that a particular course of action would
not be a violation of the Act. The ethics of providing such an opinion may
nevertheless be subject to considerable question, and the line between counseling
a client to engage in criminal conduct, and discussing the legal consequences of
the proposed course of conflict, is not always a clear one. Thus, in extreme
circumstances, the attorney should not consider herself immune from criminal
74
prosecution for aiding and abetting or conspiracy to violate the FCPA.
In addition, situations may arise where corporate management is anxious to
make a sale, even if a particular employee (who may be subject to criminal
liability including the possibility of imprisonment) is unwilling to proceed
unless he or she receives assurances that the conduct is not a violation of the Act.
Under such circumstances, the corporate attorney may perceive a conflict between
75
her representation of the corporation and advising the affected employee.
Example B is a considerably easier case, assuming that the client is telling
the attorney the full truth, e.g., the client has no further information concerning
the transaction that would raise a "red flag." There is a solid basis for concluding,
on the facts, that the client has no knowledge or even reason to be suspicious,
even though the commission is on the high side. Even here, however, the
company runs a risk-shifted to the attorney to some extent by rendering an
opinion-that if a bribe does occur and is disclosed, the Justice Department will
take enforcement action. This action, while not resulting in a criminal
conviction (due to the legal opinion), will nevertheless prove embarrassing to the
attorney and the client, and might even result in a malpractice suit by the client.
In this instance, a provision in the sales agreement in which the agent
acknowledges the FCPA and agrees not to take any actions that would cause the

74. 18 U.S.C. § 2(a) (1951) provides that "[w]hoever commits an offense
against the United States or aids, abets, counsels, commands induces or procures its
commission, is punishable as a principal." Id.; see United States v. Payne, 750 F.2d
844, 860 (lth Cir. 1985) (quoting United States v. Hewitt, 663 F.2d 1381, 1385
(11th Cir. 1981)). 'To convict a defendant of aiding and abetting, the government
need not show that the defendant 'participated in every phase of the criminal venture.'
...Rather, the government must show that the defendant 'was associated with the
criminal venture, participated in it as something he wished to bring about, and sought
by his action to make it succeed.' Id.
75. See supra note 6 (discussing Rules 1.13 & 1.7); see also RBSTATMENT
(TIum) OFTHE LAW GOVER'ING LAwYERs § 201 (Final Draft No. 1, 1996). "A conflict
of interest is involved if there is a substantial risk that the lawyer's representation of
the client would be materially and adversely affected by ...the lawyer's duties to
another current client, a former client or a third person." Id.
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seller to be in violation of the Act is likely to be sufficient, if the Saudi
agreement is amenable. 76 Most experienced attorneys, if asked for their
judgment, would probably opine that on the available facts no violation of the
Act is apparent.
Example C is easy insofar as the FCPA issues are concerned; there is no
violation. However, by rendering such an opinion, counsel may appear to be
countenancing a violation of Mexican law and obviously unethical conduct, and
perhaps by her actions encouraging the client to proceed with a course of action
that if subsequently publicly disclosed (perhaps after a change of government and
a politically motivated investigation of "corrupt" predecessors or disclosure by a
disgruntled former employee) could be extremely damaging to the business
interests of the client. (Clearly, there is also the "slippery slope" risk; the
payments may rise next year, or requests emanate from other persons with whom
the client does business.)
Some clients, if reminded of these ancillary
considerations, might well tell counsel to mind her own business; others would
be grateful. In light of Rule 2.1 of the ABA Model Rules, the lawyer has a
strong incentive not to limit her advice to the FCPA alone.
Example D was, until recently, one of the truly gray areas. Commentators
and the Department of Justice have both indicated that a properly structured
charitable contribution is not a violation of the Act. Nevertheless, those making
such contributions in the past have taken extraordinary measures to assure that the
funds pass directly from a U.S. charity to the recipient, insulating government
officials from access to a very high degree. Many law firms would wish to avoid
opining on such a proposal unless and until the Department of Justice had
reviewed the facts and given its blessing. However, this situation, and others
recently ruled upon by the Department of Justice, 7 7 suggest that there is
considerable room for careful, creative, and ethical lawyering in working with a
client to devise mechanisms within the permissible limits of the Act as
interpreted by the Justice Department which may nevertheless accomplish the
clients objectives.

VII. CONCLUSION
What can lawyers do to reduce the practical and ethical risks of dealing with
the FCPA? First, they should familiarize themselves with the Act and its
applications, and with the Model Rules of Professional Conduct or such other
rules as may be applicable in their jurisdiction. Second, when discussing a
proposed foreign venture with a client, they should mention the Act and assure

76. Of course, if the Saudi agent refuses, this new "red flag" may well dictate
further investigation.
77. Foreign Corrupt PracticesAct Review ProcedureRelease, supra note 61, at
729-34.
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that the client is aware of its strictures and encouraged to consult at the first sign
of problems. Third, for clients that already engage extensively in international
activities, counsel should encourage the creation of internal education and
compliance programs. Systematic efforts to encourage the client to focus on the
legal and corporate judgment, policy and ethical issues in the context of a
compliance program and before there is a crisis will provide significant benefits
to the client and attorney alike. Companies whose affected employees have a
compliance program in place and a clear understanding of the rules are more likely
to recognize a potentially violative situation at an early stage and thus to be able
to work with counsel to find acceptable means of dealing with the problem that is
consistent with the law, corporate policies, corporate ethics, and sound judgment.
This will reduce pressures on the attorney to take actions that could lead to ethical
lapses.
Finally, when specific instances arise, lawyers should be mindful of their
professional responsibilities, both to their clients and to themselves, and to their
potential criminal liability. They must help their clients to distinguish between
the client!s desires and what is allowable under the FCPA and within the
attorney's professional responsibilities. In some instances, consideration of the
use of the Justice Department!s FCPA Review Procedure may be a useful option
even if no formal request is ever submitted, because the exercise of mutually
preparing a draft may help both attorney and client to focus on the business and
legal issues. These approaches will not eliminate the problems which arise out
of the FCPA, but they may facilitate dealing with the issues that do arise in a
more satisfactory manner.

